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Punk Whiz 12 Anil 
1. rule of thumb 2. Pull out all the stops. 3. personal computer 4. Strike while the iron is hot. 
5 .  point of order 6. Dogmas 7. degrading 8. rawhide 9. abandoned hope 10. complain 
1 1. diurnal 12. pulpit 13. psalmist 14. shot putter 15. household words/names/terms 16. emulate 
17. pineapple 18. nagging headache 19. scare the hell out of 20. crocodile tears 2 1. plumbs 
22. All hands on deck! 23. stand on your own two feet 24. rag trade 25. hang-up 26. double 
talk 27. political science 28. take the mickey out of 29. Talk is cheap. 30. poop deck 3 1. 
prodigious 32. helps out 33. ground squirrel 34. there 35. threonine 36. ctenophore 
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Jeremiah Farrell 
A Puzzle 
SOLUTION 
Armand T. Ringer is a rearrangement of the letters of MARTIN GARDNER (which he often 
used as a pseudonym). Every entry in the grid uses only the different letters in Garher's name. 
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